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Abstract 
 

The mean load of fatigue load cycles has a large effect on the fatigue crack growth rates in 

metallic materials and bonded joints. In metallic structures, this effect has been attributed to plasticity-

induced crack closure, but little is known about the mechanism responsible for this mean load effect on 

fatigue crack growth in adhesively bonded joints. This paper presents a computational investigation of 

the plasticity-induced crack closure mechanism affecting disbond growth in adhesively bonded joints 

under fatigue loading. The results show that the ratios of crack-opening and crack-closure are 

approximately independent of the level of plastic constraint measured by the ratio between plastic zone 

size and adhesive thickness. An effective strain-energy release rate parameter, which accounts for the 

crack closure behaviour, has been developed as a new correlating parameter for disbond growth. 

Comparisons with the experimental results pertinent to four different adhesive bonded joints reveal that 

this new correlating parameter is capable of unifying the fatigue growth rates by eliminating the effect 

of mean loads. 

 

 
1. Introduction 
 

Adhesive bonding is the preferred method of joining and repairing metallic and composite 

structures due to several advantages over mechanical fasteners, such as improved mechanical 

performance. With increased confidence from successful applications and the maturity of this 
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technology, adhesive bonding is now widely employed in joining and repairing composite structures, 

including aircraft primary structures. However, the certification of adhesive bonding for field-repair of 

safety-critical structures remains a challenge due to concerns over their long-term durability. FAA 

Advisory Circular 20-107B mandates that composites and bonded structures must be designed for no 

growth or slow-growth to ensure continuous airworthiness [1].  A bonded repair or joints should be 

able to sustain the design ultimate strength in the presence of detectable disbond. Therefore validated 

design methodologies are required to satisfy the regulatory requirements for cyclic fatigue loading in 

order to implement adhesive bonding in primary structures. Fatigue crack growth in bonded joints is 

conventionally characterised by the strain energy release rate (SERR). However there is no consensus 

regarding the definition of the correlating parameter under varying load ratio where the load ratio is 

given as: R = Pmin/Pmax. 

 
The most prevalent definition found in literature is the maximum strain energy release rate Gmax 

[2-5] and the cyclic strain energy release rate ΔG = Gmax – Gmin [5-9]. More recently, a different 

definition of the SERR range, in keeping consistent with similitude principle as the use of ΔK for 

metals fatigue, has been proposed for delamination growth in composite structures [10, 11]. Mean loads 

have been experimentally observed to significantly affect the fatigue lives of bonded joints in a 

deleterious manner [7, 12, 13]. All the correlating parameters presently used will require empirical 

calibration to account for mean load effects in the fatigue behaviour of bonded joints. A review of the 

fatigue models used for fatigue debonding or delamination is covered in [14], highlighting the variety 

of empirical models proposed by researchers over the years. The existing empirical method of curve 

fitting disbond growth rates under different stress ratios renders it difficult to predict fatigue behaviour 

under variable amplitude or spectral loading, as evidenced by the similar problem in fatigue of metallic 

structures. Moreover, when the disbond growth rates are plotted in terms of the conventional definition 

of strain-energy release rates, increases in mean loads would result in slower growth rates, which is 

contradicting to experimental evidence of short fatigue lives under high mean loads [15, 16]. Therefore 
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a new correlating parameter is needed to correctly account for the effects of mean loads and to enable 

predictions of fatigue lives under variable amplitude loading conditions, overcoming the limitations of 

existing methods. 

Since its discovery by Elber [17], plasticity-induced crack closure is now a widely accepted 

model to explain and account for the effects of mean loads on the cyclic crack growth behaviour in 

metallic materials [18-21]. Essentially crack closure reduces fatigue crack growth rates by reducing the 

effective stress range experienced at the crack tip. This concept has enabled the development of 

practical life prediction methods of metallic structures under variable spectrum loading. By contrast, 

very little research has been reported in the literature on the crack closure phenomenon in adhesively 

bonded structures. 

The aim of this paper is to investigate the mechanism of plasticity-induced crack closure in 

bonded joints and its relationship with the effects of mean loads on disbond growth rates. A review of 

existing definitions of SERR range is first presented to highlight the problems in accounting for the 

effects of load ratio on disbond growth. Computational modelling is then performed to quantify the 

effect of plastic-wake induced closure on the growth behaviour of disbonds, in which the adhesive 

layer is modelled as a constrained layer [22, 23] undergoing elastic-plastic deformation. Based on the 

numerical results, a new correlating parameter is proposed, which has shown to significantly improve 

the correlation with experimental results of fatigue debonding under Mode I loading.  

 
 

2. Review of Fatigue Crack Growth Correlating Parameter 
 

2.1.  Mode I crack growth 
 
Based on the analogy of the Paris relation for fatigue crack growth in metals, fatigue debonding 

rates of bonded joints have been conventionally plotted on a log-log scale against the strain energy 

release rate, resulting in typical power-law relationships. In this context, two different parameters, the 

maximum strain energy release rate Gmax and the cyclic strain energy release rate ∆G, have been most 

commonly employed to correlate the fatigue disbond growth rates: 
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where  for R > 0. Under negative load ratios (R < 0), no reports could be located in the 

literature on pure mode I fatigue behaviour; hence there is no consensus on the definition of IG∆  for R 

< 0. The parameters, C1, C2, m1, and m2 depend on load ratio R, so they are not truly material properties. 

The strain energy release rate G is calculated using the Irwin-Kies relation,  
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where b is the specimen width and C is the compliance of specimen given as displacement divided by 

applied load. When fatigue crack growth rates are plotted in terms of max,IG , a strong dependency on 

load ratio has been reported [5, 15, 24]. This behaviour is not unexpected, given that the cyclic load 

range, which is not considered in this definition, plays a critical role in disbond growth under fatigue 

loading. In order to predict this load ratio dependency behaviour, past research had proposed a number 

of empirical expressions to determine the Paris law parameters for various load ratios by making 

certain assumptions about the fatigue behaviour [15, 24]. However extensive experimental testing is 

still required to calibrate these parameters to obtain a good fit. 

The SERR range, ΔGI, attempts to address the load ratio dependency of max,IG by defining the 

SERR range, similar to which ΔK is defined in metal fatigue. However, it should be pointed out that the 

existing definition of ΔGI is inconsistent with ΔK because , as shown below,  
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The fundamental concept of similitude in fatigue implies that the crack-tip deformation and, 

hence, crack increment per cycle is uniquely controlled by a single loading parameter such as the stress 

intensity factor as in the case of metals [10, 25].  Considering a growing crack under constant 

amplitude loading, a cyclic plastic zone forms at the crack tip and a plastic wake is left behind as the 

crack advances. If the plastic zone is sufficiently small and within the elastic singularity zone, the crack 

tip condition is uniquely defined by the stress intensity factor, since the similitude condition prevails. In 

keeping consistent with the Irwin relationship, the cyclic SERR range eqIG ,∆  [10] should be defined 

such as that . Consequently the following definition for eqIG ,∆  will be employed in this 

investigation, given as: - 

( ) 2
max,

2

min,max,, )1( RGGGG IIIeqI −=−=∆  (5) 

 

The above cyclic SERR range eqIG ,∆  has been reported to be a better correlating parameter than 

 [10, 11].  Hojo et al. adopted ΔK to describe the fatigue delamination growth in composite 

laminates, but did not consider whether ΔG was a suitable correlating parameter [26]. Moreover 

fractography analysis did not indicate any signs of fibre bridging which can affect the crack 

propagation rates. Rans et al. [10] presented the ΔGI,eq definition to be used for mode I composite 

delaminations. He highlighted the potential misinterpretations of delamination growth behaviour if the 

underlying assumptions behind the two definitions were not understood. 

The experimental results of the mode I fatigue disbond growth data of four epoxy-based 

adhesives, taken from the literature, are plotted in Figure 1 in terms of ΔG. It can be seen in Figure 1(a) 

that the load ratio has negligible effects on the disbond growth rates for the results from [5]. However 

the disbond growth rates and threshold SERR values from [4, 7, 8], as shown in Figure 1(b-d), exhibit 

strong dependency on the load ratio. The threshold SERR refers to the value at which the disbond 

growth rate is less than 10-6 mm/cycle.  Moreover, the load ratio dependency in Figure 1(b) and Figure 
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1(d) appears to be counter-intuitive: higher mean load appears to reduce debonding rates under the 

same ΔG. These results contradict completely with the experimental observations that higher mean 

stress would lead to shorter fatigue lives [7, 12]. It is also worth noting that experimental results [27-

29] confirmed that disbond growth rates were slightly influenced by the bondline thickness. This 

influence has always been attributed to the constraint of plasticity by the stiffer substrates. Jablonski 

attempted to quantify the bondline thickness effect on the fatigue growth rates with crack closure [29]. 

By measuring the crack opening displacement locally behind the crack tip, he detected non-linearity in 

the compliance and was able to merge the fatigue growth rates of the two different bondline thicknesses 

into one narrow band.  

Re-analysing the experimental data presented in Figure 1 using the eqIG ,∆  defined in Equation 

(6), shows that a lower load ratio yields higher threshold and lower debonding growth rates, as 

presented in Figure 2. This trend is similar to the observations of metals’ fatigue behaviour. Therefore, 

the equivalent SERR definition is consistent with the similitude requirements in fatigue. The counter-

intuitive behaviour, previously observed when  was employed as the correlating parameter, has now 

been eliminated.  

Under mode II loading, the correlating parameter ΔG is unable [30] to account the fatigue 

disbond growth rates for R ≥ 0 and R < 0. As demonstrated in [30], the Gmax and Gmin terms cancel 

itself out at R = -1 in the ∆G definition, rendering it meaningless. Consequently a separate definition of 

∆G has to be used under negative R. This particular example reiterates the flaw in the definition of ∆G.  

Nakagaki and Alturi conducted numerical crack growth analysis of mixed-mode fatigue crack 

growth in isotropic materials [31] and reported no crack closure under pure mode II loading. The 

absence of crack closure in mode II can be attributed to that cyclic deformation occurs parallel to the 

fracture plane rather than perpendicular to it. In the absence of plasticity induced crack closure under 

mode II loading, the load ratio dependency of mode II fatigue disbond growth rates can be eliminated 

by using ΔGeq as the correlating parameter [10, 11]. Although friction may induce mean load 
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dependency behaviour, its contribution is negligible and mode II disbond growth is driven primarily by 

the cyclic load range. 

 

 

2.2.  Summary of key issues 
 

The above section highlights the deficiencies of current scaling parameters for bonded joints 

based on strain energy release rates, both in terms of correlation with experimental results and 

consistency with the theoretical requirement of similitude. When experimental data of disbond growth 

rates are plotted against the equivalent strain energy release rates ΔGeq, a strong load-ratio effect is 

clearly evident for mode I loading (referring to Figure 2); under mode II loading, the equivalent strain 

energy release rate is able to unify growth rates under different load ratios. Therefore, a new scaling 

parameter is required to correlate mode I disbond growth data.  

In light of the success of the plasticity-induced crack closure concept [19] in explaining and 

unifying the load-ratio dependence of mode I fatigue cracks in metals, it is contended that the load-ratio 

effects in bonded joints are also likely caused by the plasticity-induced crack closure phenomenon. 

Since most structural adhesives are ductile materials capable of large plastic deformation before failure, 

plastic stretch of the adhesive during mode I loading will leave behind a plastic wake, just like the case 

of fatigue cracks in metallic materials.  

The following section describes a computational simulation using the finite element method to 

quantify the effects of plasticity-induced crack closure on disbond growth in bonded joints subjected to 

fatigue loading. The results will then be employed to formulate a new correlating parameter to account 

for the mean load effects in bonded joints in subsequent sections. 

 
 

3. Modelling of Plasticity Induced Crack Closure 

3.1. Problem formulation 
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A study of crack closure within an adhesive layer in a joint was carried out under mode I 

loading. Figure 3a shows a schematic of a double cantilever beam (DCB) specimen typically used to 

measure the mode I fatigue debonding rates of an adhesive joint. The bonded DCB specimen consisted 

of a unidirectional composite substrate and an adhesive having a nominal thickness of 0.2 mm. The 

crack was assumed to have propagated cohesively in the middle of the bondline where h1 = h2. 

 
There are two cases in which plasticity can occur within the bondline as shown in Figure 3b and 

5c. In the first scenario, the plastic zone is sufficiently small and is contained within the bondline 

thickness and the crack-tip singularity zone. Therefore the small-scale yielding condition is satisfied; 

this case is denoted as un-constrained plasticity. In the second scenario, the plastic zone extends to the 

adherends and is entirely bounded within the adhesive layer. This condition is denoted as constrained 

plasticity.  

                  
Applying the von Mises yield criterion, the shape of an unconstrained plastic zone can be 

analysed and derived as a function of θ. Hence the boundary of a plane strain plastic zone is given as:  

 (6) 

 

where  and  denote the adhesive’s yield strength and the maximum applied stress intensity 

factor. In the case of a crack within a constrained layer [22, 23], the maximum stress intensity factor is 

related to the applied strain energy release rate via the usual relationship , with  being 

the Young’s modulus of the adhesive. 

 
  

Figure 3d shows the shape of the unconstrained, plane strain plastic zone, derived from equation 

(6) normalised by the Irwin’s plastic zone length approximation in plane strain. The plastic zone height 

ry, on either side of the crack tip is given in equation (7).  The forward plastic zone length rx  is 

approximately given when . 
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(7) 

 
(8) 

 
The case of constrained plasticity is defined when ry is equal or greater than tA/2. 
 
 
3.2. Modelling Methodology 

 

In metal fatigue, numerical analyses have been successfully employed to simulate fatigue crack 

growth and closure to quantify the effect of load ratio on the rate of crack growth [32]. In this work we 

will employ the finite element method to quantify the plasticity-induced crack closure in an adhesively 

bonded joint, adapting the modelling guidelines developed for cracks in isotropic materials as discussed 

in Refs [32-36]. The two parameters that may affect the numerical results are the crack advance length 

and the total crack growth length. The crack advance length is herein equal to the element length. The 

total crack growth length is associated to the development of the plastic wake and has a direct influence 

on the opening and closing loads. In order to develop a robust numerical model, it is crucial to consider 

the numerical disbond growth process; i.e. crack tip element size, the development of the plastic wake, 

load cycle and crack propagation process.  

Computational simulations of a DCB specimen were performed using Abaqus Standard solver 

in a multi-step analysis. Only half the specimen was modelled due to symmetry. Four noded, 

quadrilateral plane-strain elements (CPE4) were used to model the entire specimen. The elements in the 

vicinity of the crack tip and along the crack propagation had an aspect ratio of one for better precision 

due to the high strain gradients. The transition from a coarse mesh to a fine mesh at the crack tip is 

presented in Figure 4. The forward horizontal plastic zone rx (equation 8) is used as a reference length 

in the mesh refinement studies to ensure  sufficient elements are used to represent the reversed plastic 
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zone, as recommended by [33, 36]. The crack tip elements lengths, le, were varied from 0.001 mm to 

0.0025 mm depending on the applied load.  

The composite substrates consisted of 12 unidirectional plies made of T300/5208 carbon epoxy 

prepregs, with ply thickness after cure being 0.13 mm. The substrate was assumed to remain elastic 

throughout the cyclic loading. The bondline was given the properties of EC-3445 adhesive. The von 

Mises yield criterion was employed to model the plastic yielding of the adhesive. The material input 

properties of the numerical simulation are given in Table 1. 

The specimen was cyclically loaded under load control at constant amplitude as summarised in 

Figure 5. Crack propagation was achieved by liberating the crack tip node from its constraint by 

changing boundary conditions between successive analysis steps. Although there is no universal rule 

governing at what instance of the load cycle a node should be released, the most accepted practice [32, 

33, 35] is to advance the crack at Pmax due to it having a greater physical sense (the higher stress at the 

crack tip, the more likelihood of crack growth). Previous work has indicated that the influence of the 

nodal release at any point of the loading cycle takes place is minimal, provided sufficient mesh density 

is used [35]. Since the actual unzipping and opening of the crack is a continuous process, a numerical 

stabilisation step was carried out to approximate this process. At the start of the step (e.g. step no. 2 in 

Figure 5), the boundary condition (uy = 0) at the crack tip is removed. The node will nonetheless 

remain closed and the boundary condition is replaced with a nodal force to maintain equilibrium. 

Therefore a constant, peak load was applied to the model. Subsequently, the node is released and its 

nodal reaction forces equals to zero prior to the unloading step. It is reported that the influence of the 

plastic wake on closure is far less under plane strain than under plane stress due to the small area which 

closure occurs [33, 35]. Hence the crack length is allowed to propagate 25 times the crack tip element 

length in order to propagate it past the initial monotonic plastic zone.  

The contact of crack faces was simulated by placing a rigid body at the crack plane and 

employing a hard contact interaction to prevent the nodes from inter-penetrating in the event of closure. 

Crack closure was determined with either the nodal contact criterion or crack-tip stress criterion during 
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a loading cycle. The nodal contact criterion defines crack closure load as when the nodes just behind 

the crack tip make contact during unloading, which has been commonly used in the simulation of plane 

stress crack closure [35]. When the vertical nodal displacement becomes positive, the crack surface is 

then interpreted as open and the corresponding load is defined as the crack opening load.  

The second crack closure definition used in this paper employs a stress-based criterion taken at 

the crack tip node, as proposed by Sehitoglu and Sun [34] and Wu and Ellyin [37]. This criterion is 

based on the premise that crack propagation cannot occur under compressive stress fields behind and 

ahead of the crack tip since the nucleation of micro-cracks is a strongly dependent on tensile stresses. 

The crack opening load is defined when the nodal forces at the crack tip overcomes the compressive 

stress during the loading segment of the load cycle. The crack closure load is defined as when the nodal 

forces changes from tension to compression during unloading. The crack tip stress criterion has 

facilitated the crack closure analysis under plane strain where contact can be difficult to evaluate. 

While the displacement of the node immediately behind the crack tip may become positive, contact of 

the crack flanks may still occur between the crack tip and this node [37]. As only a small area of the 

plastic wake comes into contact under plane strain conditions, this makes the results, based on nodal 

contact, difficult to assess.  

 
3.3. Results 

 

The strain energy release rate of the DCB specimen was determined analytically using corrected 

beam theory and is expressed by means of the following expression. 
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A mesh refinement study on the crack closure behaviour of the DCB model was conducted to 

ensure an appropriate crack tip element size was used in the following analyses. The resolution of the 

crack tip mesh is defined by the crack tip element length, le, normalised by the plastic zone length rx, 

given in equation (8). The results of the mesh refinement study using either the crack tip stress criterion 

or the nodal contact criterion are shown in Figure 6a and 6b respectively. A lack of convergence was 

observed for the closing loads for both criteria. Consequently, a unique solution cannot be obtained 

based solely on the closing loads. The crack opening loads, however, is seen to show converging 

behaviour as le/rx approaches 0.1. It should be noted that further refinement of the crack tip mesh 

beyond le/rx = 0.1 causes significant element distortion, rendering the numerical results invalid. Such 

behaviour was reported by [36, 38] for a plane-strain compact tension model. Potential explanations for 

this include plane-strain locking and excessive plastic deformations. Therefore the crack tip mesh size 

used in the following analyses is maintained to give le/rx > 0.1. 

The following analysis investigated the influence of load ratio on the crack closure behaviour in 

a bonded DCB joint.  The load ratio is an important parameter as a result of the influence of the 

minimum load in the developing plastic wake. At the given bondline thickness and le/rx, the plastic 

zone height ry is considerably smaller than the bondline thickness. Therefore small scale yielding 

conditions is valid. Several empirical closed form expressions have been proposed by different 

researchers to represent the load ratio effect on crack closure in metals. Newman’s analytical estimate 

of crack opening stress was used to compare with the numerical results [39]. The following equations 

were fitted to the crack opening stresses from the numerical simulation of a centre crack tension 

specimen:- 
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The comparisons of crack closure behaviour in a bonded joint and isotropic (ES = EA) DCB 

specimen are shown in Figure 7. The crack closure level of the bonded joint based on nodal contact 

criterion coincides with Newman’s analytical solution for α = 3. The crack opening loads given by the 

nodal contact criterion is lower than the crack tip stress criterion. Under plane-strain conditions, since 

the plastic wake extends to a small area as indicated by McClung [33], the use of displacement criterion 

can lead to large fluctuations in the crack opening loads. At higher load ratios, further mesh refinement 

is needed to accurately evaluate the crack opening loads by the nodal contact criterion. However this 

leads excessive deformation at the crack tip element and other issue mentioned earlier. Hence the nodal 

contact results may not be reliable. Moreover numerical studies done by Newman et al. [20] showed 

that a constraint factor of 1.73 is more representative an actual structure.  

When the crack-tip stress criterion was used, the crack opening loads of bonded joints are closer to 

the analytical solution for α = 1.73. The crack opening loads of a crack in an isotropic DCB is 

approximately the equivalent to the crack opening loads of a bonded DCB. Therefore it is reasonable to 

conclude small-scale yielding conditions are valid for fatigue loads in a bonded DCB. No closure was 

observed at load ratio above 0.7. Under negative load ratios, the crack opening loads remain constant at 

the same level when R=0 for the isotropic DCB.  Therefore the crack closure behaviour of negative R 

can be simplified into as the crack flanks undergoing compressive stresses due to contact in this case. 

For the bonded joints, the crack opening values decreases slightly under negative R. 

In the event of constrained plasticity, the crack opening loads of the bonded DCB specimen was 

investigated to determine any changes in its behaviour when small scale yielding conditions may not be 

valid. The substrate thickness and applied load were kept constant at 1.56 mm and le/rx = 0.1 

respectively. Constrained plasticity is defined when the unconstrained plastic zone height is greater 

than the bondline thickness, given as 2ry/tA ≥ 1. The results of the crack opening loads with respect to 
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changes in the bondline thickness are presented in Figure 8.  The results based on the nodal contact 

criterion shows a gradual increase in the crack opening values as the level of constraint increases. In 

using the nodal stress criterion, the crack opening loads were observed to remain independent of the 

bondline thickness at R = 0 and 0.5. The slight scatter in the crack opening load results is likely due to 

the numerical inaccuracy in the finite element calculations.  Therefore the nodal stress criterion may 

represent a better option than the nodal contact criterion for bonded joints as its results are independent 

of the level of constraint within the adhesive. 

 
 
4. A New Correlating Parameter 

 

 The crack closure concept is used to characterise the load ratio dependency behaviour observed 

in the mode I fatigue disbond propagation in bonded joints when similitude conditions are maintained. 

Based on the numerical results presented in the previous section, correlating parameters are defined as 

shown in Equation (11). The crack opening loads are defined using the crack tip stress criterion. 
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It is worth noting that the relationship given by equation (11) is consistent with the definition of 

effective stress intensity factor range . In Figure 9, the effective load range ratio U of 

bonded joints, according to the numerical results from the finite element modelling, are better 

correlated to the analytical solution of α = 1.73 for R ≤ 0. At increasing positive R, the numerical 

results of U is between the analytical solution of α = 1 and 1.73. Although at load ratio between 0.3 and 

0.6, the results are better correlated with α = 1.  
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To provide an approximate, closed form expression for the effective load range ratio U of a bonded 

joint, the numerical results in Figure 9 are curve fitted using a cubic expression and  is given below, 
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This expression furnishes a convenient solution for bonded joints subjected to fatigue loading. The 

results of using ∆Geff to quantify the mean load dependency, previously observed with ∆Geq, are plotted 

in Figure 10. The fatigue growth data in Figure 10b and 10d can be collapsed into a narrow band 

whereas Figure 10a and 10c still display a substantial load ratio dependency behaviour.  

Although the Paris model took account of the effective load ratio induced by crack closure, it 

cannot account for the instability of the crack growth when the applied load approaches its critical 

fracture value. To this end, the Forman model [40] offers a simple correction to account for the 

influence fracture toughness on the fatigue crack growth curve. Extending the Forman model in terms 

of SERR yields 
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where GC is the fracture toughness of the adhesive and CF and mF are the material constants derived 

from the Forman model. At each experimental data point, the modified Forman equation, as discussed 

in [41], represents data at various load ratios by computing the factored rate of disbond growth  

      
(15) 

Comparing Equation (15) and (16), the modified Forman equation can then be represented as 
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The fatigue crack growth data of the four adhesives considered in this study are plotted using the 

modified Forman equation and the results are shown in Figure 11. The critical SERR value GC of the 

adhesives are reported in [4, 16, 27, 42] The Forman model is able to collapse the fatigue growth trends 

into a narrow band. A single threshold SERR value can also be obtained for which a bonded joint or 

repair can be designed to satisfy the no-growth criterion.  

It can now be concluded that the new correlating parameter, which accounts for load ratio effect 

using plasticity-induced crack closure concept, is able to unify disbond growth rates under different 

load ratios, making it possible to predict fatigue lives of bonded structures under variable amplitude or 

spectrum loadings. This new finding paves the way for applying the plasticity-induced crack closure 

model, with appropriate treatment of the constraints imparted by the stiff adherends, to analyse the load 

interactions between load cycles and developing a predictive model for determining the disbond growth 

in bonded joints under variable amplitude or spectrum loading.   

 

 
5. Conclusions 

 

A critical review of existing correlating parameters used for disbond growth in bonded joints 

under fatigue loading has revealed a significant deficiency in existing scaling parameters to provide 

consistent and physically correct correlation with fatigue results of bonded joints. Detailed 

computational modelling of the plastic wake contact showed a growing fatigue crack in a bonded joint 

experiences significant level of plasticity-induced crack closure, contrary to the common belief that 

plasticity induced crack closure is absent in bonded structures. The results of the present computational 

modelling showed that the level of plasticity-induced crack closure depends only on applied load ratios 

and is independent of the applied load levels. A new correlating parameter, defined in terms of the 
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effective cyclic load range, has been demonstrated to provide excellent correlation with experiment 

data of four different adhesives under varying load ratios.  
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Table 1: Material properties used in the finite element model 
 
Substrate : T300/5208 Adhesive :  EC-3445 

E11 = 131000 MPa E33 = 13000 MPa E = 1810 MPa 

G13 = 6400 MPa G23 = 6400 MPa ν = 0.4 

ν12 = ν13 = 0.35 ν23 = 0.34 σy = 58 MPa 
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Figures 

    
 

Figure 1 Experimental results of mode I fatigue debonding of a) EC-3445 [5], b) Cytec 4535A [7], c) 
Multibond 330 [8] and d) Toho 111 interleaved [4] adhesives versus ΔGI 
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Figure 2 Mode I disbond growth rates versus equivalent strain energy release rate eqIG ,∆  for (a) EC-

3445 [5], b) Cytec 4535A [7], c) Multibond 330 [8] and d) Toho 111 interleaved [4] adhesives. 
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Figure 3 Schematic of (a) double cantilever bonded joint specimen, (b) unconstrained plastic 
deformation in an homogeneous material, (c) un-constrained plastic zone of a disbond in a bonded 

joint, and (d) constrained plastic zone of a disbond in a joint. 
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Figure 4 Finite element mesh and boundary conditions used for double cantilever bonded joint 
specimen 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5 Numerical load history and node release scheme 
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Figure 6 Effect of crack tip mesh size on the crack opening and closing values using a) crack tip nodal 
stress criterion and b) nodal contact criterion at R = 0 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 Influence of load ratio on the crack closure behaviour in a bonded and isotropic DCB joint 
specimen 
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Figure 8 Influence of bondline thickness on the crack opening values at a) R = 0 and b) R = 0.5 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 9 Effective load range ratio for a bonded DCB joint 
 

Figure 10 Correlation of mode I fatigue debonding results with ΔGI,eff for (a) EC-3445 [5], (b) Cytec 
4535A [7], (c) Multibond 330 [8] and (d) Toho 111 interleaved [4] adhesives. 
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Figure 11 Mode I fatigue debonding results plotted using Forman’s equation for (a) EC-3445 [5], (b) 
Cytec 4535A [7], (c) Multibond 330 [8] and (d) Toho 111 interleaved [4] adhesives. 
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